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Self-assembled monolayers are extended to SURMOFs as template hetero surfaces using a basic HKUST-1 MOF. The concept of MOF induced polymorphism with morphological engineering adapted to crystal engineering has shown to have the advantage of heterogeneous nucleation. The substrates are used to study the nucleation and growth of acetaminophen, and have resulted in metastable polymorphs which are of a desirable form with block morphology.

Polymorphic screening and crystal morphology engineering of organic molecules have been studied extensively in the last few decades through multiple methods. However, a fundamental understanding of heterogeneous nucleation on molecular surfaces has been challenging and has increased interest from the pharmaceutical industry as well as in materials science and optoelectronics due to the potential applications.1,2 Despite the fact that self-assembled monolayers (SAMs)3 are a well-established method used to form various less stable polymorphs or crystalline shapes (different faces), results are often not practical due to the limitation in contribution to the total surface.4 Hence, polymer and gel induced polymorphic studies were introduced recently and showed advantages over solution crystallization; however they are often limited in either morphology or polymorphic yield and a detailed explanation of the causes/mechanisms are still unclear.5–9 Finding a new one-pot method with a new design surface is important and becomes a daunting task in the field, in particular to obtain metastable polymorphs. In this study, we were successful with our newly designed surface and have shown its advantages with an example drug, acetaminophen (N-acetyl-para-aminophenol, APAP). We discuss the formation of the less stable polymorph of APAP and the morphology changes using a new developed substrate, in this case a surface metal organic framework (SURMOF).10–12 SURMOFs are combinations of SAMs and metal organic frameworks (MOFs)13,14 on surfaces. They have been studied recently with potential different applications such as in photovoltaics, CO₂ reduction, memory devices, supercapacitors and batteries.10 However, SURMOFs have not yet been explored in the application of polymorph screening. The advantage of controlled orientation of the MOFs on the basis of the starting SAM functional group can allow orientational growth of target functional organic molecules and can lead to different nucleation paths and different growth directions (Scheme 1). As MOFs are highly porous crystalline materials, their impact on and contribution to the surface as a heterogeneous layer is quite effective compared to the usual SAM surface. With this idea we began our studies and have shown here how a SURMOF can be influential in attaining a less stable polymorph.

Template SURMOF nucleation studies of APAP involved three major steps (Scheme 1): preparation of SAM, addition of the SURMOF substrate and then crystallization of APAP. As the first step is SAM preparation, gold substrates were first functionalized with 12-mercaptododecanoic acid (12-COOH) by a reported method.4 In the second step, a well-known reported HKUST-1 MOF thin film, which consists of trimesic acid (H₃BTC) and copper acetate, was prepared by layer-by-

Scheme 1 (a) A SURMOF showing the heterogeneous substrate designed steps with multi-layers. (b) Structural display of the multilayers with the base Au, SAM, MOF and APAP structures.
APAP was chosen as an example and was crystallized with the SURMOF templates as a proof-of-concept to continue with the third step, as it is a well-known active pharmaceutical ingredient (an API, used as an analgesic and antipyretic drug) and is known to crystallize in three polymorphic forms:† form I, which is less soluble and exhibits poor tabletting compaction compared to form II, form II and another metastable form III. Nichols, et al. and Ristic, et al. reported that forms I and II crystalize concomitantly in solution crystallization,16,17 and that form II was reported as needles whereas form I was reported as blocks and prisms.

The reproducibility of form II from solution crystallization still remains a challenge, but melt crystallization or the use of an additive can perhaps produce form II, but these methods are not suitable for processing. In the present study, we showed that crystal nucleation on the porous surface of the HKUST-1 SURMOF contributed significantly to unique nucleation kinetics, allowed for metastable phase stabilization and engineered the SURMOF with block morphology providing a dual advantage. This successful demonstration of MOF induced heterogeneous nucleation will allow for a new approach and open up new challenges for metastable polymorph discovery along with inherent morphology differences based on complementary interactions at the SURMOF interface.

Before starting the third step, the nucleation of APAP on the SURMOF, it was worthwhile to check the complexation of the MOF and APAP. This would provide us with a better understanding of the effect of surface nucleation versus a solution interaction on both the polymorph and morphology. Slurry experiments were carried out for 6 h and the residue was compared with the pure MOF (Fig. S4a in the ESI†), which confirmed no complexation occurred between the HKUST-1 MOF and APAP. Then, in situ monitoring of time-dependent frequency vs. dissipation was carried out at different cell frequencies to understand the quantitative mass transfer with continuous uptake (Fig. 2). Three different quartz crystal microbalances with dissipation (QCM-D, a flow cell adsorption measurement experiment) cell experiments were performed. First, the QCM-D cell experiment without a modified substrate (bare Au) surface was performed (Fig. S5a in the ESI†), then a modified SAM containing both a metal and a ligand was tested (Fig. S5b in the ESI†), and then finally a modified QCM-D-SAM cell with a metal and a ligand in addition to APAP (each separate step was washed with EtOH) was studied to monitor the weak topo-chemical interactions of the MOF with APAP in solution (Fig. 2). Here, we observed that without SAM (unmodified empty gold substrate) MOF formation was not successful, as removal of the metal and ligand occurred during the washing step (Fig. S5a in the ESI†), whereas when the substrate was...
modified with SAM, a continuous load of layers with uniform dissipation was observed (Fig. S5b in the ESI†). Finally, three layers of deposition were performed, and observed continuous loading confirmed possible weak interactions between the MOF and APAP in solution.

For the third step, crystallization experiments of APAP at different concentrations (1–10 mg mL$^{-1}$) were performed. In order to analyse the controlled growth of APAP polymorphs and their morphology, solution evaporation-liquid phase epitaxy (SE-LPE) and liquid phase epitaxy drop casting (LPE-DC) methods were used (Fig. S7a in the ESI†). Forms I and II crystallize in a monoclinic ($P2_1/c$) and orthorhombic ($Pbcn$) manner, respectively, with lattice coordinates $a = 7.0661(6)$, $b = 9.3366(7)$, $c = 11.6580(9)$, $\beta = 97^\circ$ and $a = 11.7552(3)$, $b = 7.13941(11)$, $c = 17.1714(2)$ being well reported in the literature. Their 2D packing suggests that the APAP self-assembled via N–H⋯O, O–H⋯O hydrogen bonds at different angles (form I $= 77^\circ$, II $= 5^\circ$ as shown in Fig. S6 in the ESI†) and consists of a four membered LSAM motif $R_4^{2}(22)$, $^{25}$ Here too we reported the single crystal analysis of form II and the crystallographic details are displayed in Table S4 of the ESI† As we mentioned earlier, considering all previous studies, it has been consistently reported that the morphology of form I is block and that of form II is needle in any given crystallization, which is consistent with the literature until now (Table S1 in the ESI†). Indeed, form I exhibits a profound change in the growth direction depending on solvent, saturation and starting substrate in the case of epitaxial growth. Form I crystallizes in EtOH and H$_2$O in a prismatic morphology due to the selective adsorption of the faces based on supramolecular hetero intersections has been studied with numerous examples in the last three decades,$^{1,26,27}$ Here we introduced a new method using a SURMOF with APAP as an example. In addition, attachment energy ($E_{att} = E_{cryst} + E_{slice}$) calculations of form I were performed (Table S3 in the ESI†), showing that the major faces are (011), (10–1), (002), (101), (110) and (11–1) with resulting attachment energies of $-52.142$, $-67.612$, $-80.566$, $-53.107$, $-69.325$, $-73.612$ and $-54.437$ kcal mol$^{-1}$, respectively, and the suggested, morphological importance of the form I faces (011) and (101) is assumed to be greater than that of the other faces, which follow less order. Ristic et al. reported form I growth from aqueous solution with a dominant (110) face from lower to higher supersaturation and showed that the solvent directed the growth.$^{17}$

Here, Liquid Phase Epitaxy Drop Casting (LPE-DC) and Solution Evaporation-Liquid Phase Epitaxy (SE-LPE) methods were used to grow crystals and at select places such as on the top, on the edge, and on the rest of the substrate, the grown crystals were chosen for face indexing. Fig. 3i-a shows the 2D
interaction of form I with BFDH model faces, corroborating that an O–H in the fast growing direction and the outer surface of the face is likely to form a weak interaction with the substrate and finally direct the growth in different directions. Crystals grown on top of the SURMOF resulted in two types of morphologies, block and rod, and Fig. 3i-c–e depicts the major face as (101) and the minor face as (110). This confirmed to us that the stop growth of (011) leads toward (101) (Table S2 in the ESI†). The morphology of form I was calculated based on the attachment energy displayed in Fig. 3i-b, and resulted in (011) being the dominant face with a surface contribution of 44.8% (Table S3 in the ESI†) and the crystals grown at the edge of the substrate (Fig. S8e–h in the ESI†) are influenced by the solvent in excess and the surface of the substrate. Again, at the edge of the substrate, crystals grew in a block morphology with major faces (100), (011), (101) and (111) and showed near equal morphological importance. This clearly suggests that at the edge there is both solvent as well as SURMOF influence in the growth of the crystals. Finally, we examined the crystals grown at a resting location in an area where no substrate crystals were face indexed, (Fig. S8i in the ESI†), which revealed (110) as the major face and (011), (101) and (111) as minor faces with hexagonal morphology and this clearly supports the attachment energy calculated morphology. Here the weak supramolecular interactions between the MOF {100}, {110} and {111} faces (Fig. S10 in the ESI†) and the hydrogen bonding group (–OH) of the APAP (011) face directed growth towards the (101) face. However, the solvent must also be considered because it is a medium with a potentially larger surface area available to interact with the HKUST-1 Cu axial position, and due to this, at the start the solute would play a prominent role with the substrate and finally with the solvent at the interface.

Lower concentrations between 1–3 mg mL⁻¹ yielded form II, while 3–5 mg mL⁻¹ resulted in form II in grey zone ends with form I dendrites. Fig. 3ii-a shows the BFDH morphology of form II showing the elongated π−π interaction along the b-axis and O–H⋯H hydrogen bonding interactions along the c-axis which results in prisms. Fig. 3ii-b shows a result of crystallization in EtOH as 1D growth and attachment energy calculations were carried out to understand the morphological importance of the faces, and the major faces were shown to be (002), (102), (200), (111) and (020), corresponding to attachment energies of −148.355, −157.486, −104.065, −126.878 and −116.607 kcal mol⁻¹, respectively. Attachment energy calculations confirmed that the (002) face exhibits faster growth than the (200) face, so this major change in morphology was governed by the relative morphological importance of the (001) and (100) faces of form II at the edge interface of the substrate. Thompson et al. reported that structurally related additives, acetanilide and metacetamol, inhibited the growth of form I, however their experiments were not successful at producing the metastable form II.²¹ Here, APAP spherical shaped agglomerates were observed on the surface, which affect the growth at the edge and finally yield 2D growth of form II. Furthermore, edge-grown crystals (Fig. 3ii-c and d and S9 in the ESI†) confirmed that the (100) face was the major face whereas the (110), (101), (111), and (001) faces were the minor faces. Further experiments using form II block crystals as seeds were performed to reproduce the metastable phase in the absence of the SURMOF and these generated needles (Fig. 3ii-e and S7b and S9 in the ESI†) of form II. Therefore, in the presence of starting seeds that were of 2D block structure in the absence of the substrate, subsequent undirected growth of form II as 1D needles occurred, which might be due to the partial dissolution of seed block crystals of form II (produced by SURMOFs) during crystallization. This supports the importance of the designed SURMOF surface and all the crystal faces towards the substrate were analysed with Materials Studio (Fig. S10 in the ESI†). In both forms, the growth observed suggested that the OH faces towards the edge of the substrate and the MOF porous surface and directs crystal growth in another direction where weak interactions were possible with the lowest attachment energy faces as the predominated ones. SEM of the APAP crystals grown at different dilutions was performed to understand their morphology. Block and prism morphologies of form I were matched (Fig. 3iii-a and b and S11 in the ESI†) with face indexing experiments. Despite the formation of the blocks and prisms, at a medium dilution, dendrite growth of the form I (101) face was observed (Fig. 3iii-c and d) due to the mass transfer limitation and at low concentrations form II resulted in spherical agglomerates, and also 2D step growth (Fig. 3iii-e–g) was observed. Drop casting of 1 ml of a 1 mg/10 ml solution on the SURMOF surface yielded the spherical form II which further increased the population of spherical clusters, leading to 2D step growth with ledges, kinks, spherical adatoms and more steps (Fig. S11b16–20 in the ESI†) being observed. The image analysis of the edge (Fig. 3iii-g) also confirmed 2D growth of form II, which further confirmed SURMOF controlled growth. In order to confirm the orientation growth of form I and II bulk crystals, thin film XRD experiments were performed. Form I showed a selected 2θ at 13.96 of the (101) face, and form II at 10.3 of the (002) face, which further confirmed the homogeneity of the bulk crystals (Fig. S12c in the ESI†). A gradual decrease of the (002) face 2θ
of form II was observed, which confirmed 2D growth and the agglomerates also showed a shot range 2θ (Fig. 4) which supports previous SEM analysis. A few batches provided similar results. Furthermore, spherical agglomerates and edge 2D crystals were identified as form II, analysed by XRD and double checked by Raman spectroscopy (Fig. S12e and S13 in the ESI†).

The presence of trace amounts of impurities and additives/imposters adsorb onto the crystal surfaces at the active site, acting as fences during crystal growth and cause substantial effects on the kinetics of the final crystal. The phenomena was further extended to the hetero surface, which is dimension controlled whereas the additives in solutions can adsorb in many directions onto various crystal faces. Here we proved that the MOF surface exhibited adsorption of the APAP nucleus during both nucleation and growth of crystalline APAP. QCM-D experiments supported the adsorption of APAP in solution, evidenced by a decreasing frequency due to loading of APAP. Adsorption of APAP to the HKUST-1 MOF pores due to the weak supramolecular interactions directed the nucleation and the growth of APAP form II, which is the most desired form of APAP. In addition, needle crystals are not suitable for formulations as they block filters during industrial processes. The resulting morphology in the present study will be an advantage to pharmaceutical engineering. MOF induced nucleation was investigated here for the first time and showed control over both morphology and polymorphism with a dual advantage and direct application to the drug required form. We believe that this new approach can hold significant implications to determine new/less stable forms through different growth mechanisms than conventional crystal growth.
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